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irTheereputhtion

AbStract

)
of teacher educators in tw6 Israeli universities as.

4 conceived by four role set groups; namely faculty colleaves in grts

and sdiences, student teaChers, practicing secOndary teachers and the
0

teacher educators themselves was studied. Teacher educators appear to

.enjoy a medium leyel of rep4tation. Which resembles that:of.other CP1-

0

i
. ,

. .

lege nstructors. The telationShips between.a nnthber ofyariables

also reported dad.their im-
-

associated with attributed reputation are

plications Are discussed,.

,

A number' f.studies in the U.S.A. have teported that teadher"edu-

/

,cators enjoy mixed,Z if not poor, reputations among thote with whop they

interact in the course of thdir work (e.g. Katz et al. 1982, Nelli 1982).

They are often 'Criticisedfor virtually oRposite qualities: students

and school teachers fault them as excessively theoretical (Buchman

(

.
1

1982), impractical (Lortie, 1975) and high minded, while their col-

leagues'on campus-fault them for being atheoretical and non-empirical.

,One result of thit staellif affairs is that some senior instructors-at

schools of education are reluctant to teach still:lent teachers, and pre-

fer, instead, to teach students who study education in regular educa-

tion/courses leading to an academic degree in education. It has also

been suggested that many student teachers see/theirteacher.preparation,
-

courses as second.rate'courses andi consequently., invest.less.study

/



'efforts in these courses compared with regular academic courses in

*their own discipline (history, biology, etc.).

"Katz et.aZ. (1982)-report interesting results'which indicate that

'overall teacher ,educators in a midwestern university in the U.S.A. an-
-

joye&rather poor reputations. The present study.is a replication and

extension of Katz.etiat, (1982).based. on the same theoreticallramework

and using the same data source (The Teacher Education Survey) in two

. universities in Israel.

Both studies used Merton's concept of a role eet i.e. the Com-
(

Tlement of role-taker groups associated with a given occupation or pro-,

fession (see Merton, 1968, pp, 422-438); a collection of .categories of

interacting role,-taker roups that complemenp the teacher educators'
4.

role.was defined and identified. The role-set included the following

groups: stddents in a teacher education preservice progxam; school

teachers currentlremployed; prOfessors of education in foundation

fields and not primarily engaged in teaching pedagogy or methods
4

classes, arid professors of hurqanities ana of sciences.

.In tilt present Addy .welcluded as well a.sample of teacher

educators. Six dimensions .of reputation were selected for the study.

tese dimensions were defined by Katz et al. as follows: .

Credtbility

The extent to which teacher educators appear to "knoNfwhat they

are talking about," are believed tp be actually capable of teach-

) r---.

ing in schools in the ways they advocate and train their preser-

vic"students toiteach, etc.



etti,
2. Knowledgeabikity in their'Speciality

The exten6 to which:teacher educators are believed tO."know their.
S. .1 ) , .

I subject" (compared to instructore' knowledge of their subjece in

other disciplines).

General Knowledgeability

)

The extent td whith teacher, educatort are believe&to.be tidelv

and wet1 read, erndit learned and .6o forth-beYonclAust their

own speciality.

4. Effectiveness--;as Teachers -

Tae extent to which teacher educators arA rePuted,to be, effective

as teachers of their college students (compared t9 facuItrin

other disciplines).

. Status 4

Rankings given by role-set members to teacher educators on pres-

tige, status'and respect as cOMpared to other oollege instructors

or socially significant others.
r

Orientation to owledge andltesearch

This dimaigion s somewhat different from those listed above in

that it address s less obvious,and observable agpects of profes-

gional conduCt. It.was.based.on the work of.Freidson (1g70) and
,

Pickle (1980) concerning the differences between the.way sub-

groups within a-profession respond tO research and'knowledge.

.:TheSetwo orientations.labeled "c'tinicaV.and "edient.ificY, con-'

sist of five inter-related continua as follows:
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lvflective-aCtive, L- suggesting That, the "scientific" orien-
,

tati7d is chazacterized by a tendency,to reflection and the

"clinical" by the tendency to act or seek.action Or prefer

.cotion, even in the absence of sufficient data.T

. conceptual-pnagnatic - suggesting that the "scientific" ori-
/

. .

entation includes the desire to grasp the concepts.that ex-
,

plain relevant phenomena and to understand why things work,

whereas the "clinical" orientation is ale search for what

"works", whether the explanations are available or not.

c. thporetical-subjective, -.suggests ftat the "scientific" Ai-

i

.

A

.entaton.includee doncern for building systems of understand-
-

ings and concepts whereas'the "clinician" places heavyreli-
. ,oe

ance on first:hand knOwledge and- per§onal experiende*:and

aecepts conceptual system6 if they correspond to subjective

impressions.

d. skeptic-faithfid, - the "scientific" orientation includes

concern for the robustness of data or 'eVidence,,the appro-

priateness of,the sampling and generally applies'the canons

of empirical methodyto knowledge and information; the " 1

nician" feels the need to believe-in the rightness of a treat-
a

ment or response ariTto believe that the course of action

chosen will do less 'harm than good and thus to be able to

proceed with confidence.

. determinate-indeterminate, - the "scientific" orienta4on in-
,

of

cludgs seeking the lawfulness of phenomena from which the



.

ability to reproducefindings, effects and treditments reli-
.

ably can be .derived;. the' "clinical" orientation includes the

o belief that cause-effect relatiOnships may be lawful- but can-

not be detgrmined in the complexitfds of "real world" events,

they cannot be isolated or Controlled in acAir practice..

4
Purpose of Study+

The aim of thilst-Audy is to describd some aspects of the contexts'

in wirtch teacher educators in Israel work. More specifically the bb-

a b

jectives were:k

k

I. To identify the teacher educators image held by themselves, by

colle ues at their,universities who are no,t engaged in teacher

or.

education, by their students and by practicing secondary school

teachers. The following dimensions were studied: 4

, Their credibility: the extent to which they appear to know

what they are talking about in the sense that they are

actually capable of teaching in the ways'they a'dvocate.

1.2 Their knowledge and expertise:I to what extent they are be-

lieved to be widely read and demonstrate a brbad knowledge

of their field.

1..3 Their general knowledgeability, beyond theitown
.

specialty.

1.4, Their effectiveness as teachers.

1.5 Their status, prestige and respect.

In all five dimentsion the teacher educators' image was compared with.

the image of instructors in other disciplines.,

.



2. TO compare the views of the four'groups (teacher educators,'other

college instruCtors, student teachers, practicing.teachers). on the

hextent to wliich teadher edutato practice * hat they,Trec_n.

3. To i ntify the view of the four groups on teacher.educators ori

entption to knowledge'and research as reflected by a continuum

...I..,

with ttscieuti.fictt orientation on one.pole and "clinical" orienta-

tion on the other pole. This`orienEation consists Offive scales:

0 -
relfective - active; conceptual pragmatic,' theoretical-subjec-

.

tive, skeptic - faithful, determinAe - indieterminate, represent-
%

ing "scientific" and "clinical" respectively;

' 4. To obtain information
,

concerning the extent to i&ich.teager adu-
7,

o

cators are seen to be realistic versus idealistic.

5. To identifY the correlations among the various attributi ns per-.

taining to the image and reputation of teacher educators

6. To compare the resultssobtained in two unive'rsities Israel,

namely a relatively old and prestigious one a d elatively

c.

young one.

'Method

:Instrument
I .

The Teach9-'.Education Survey (Katz et al.,,1982).was the sourde-

of data. This.queStionnaire consists.of three.parts:

In Part A t1ie4cespondents report on'the frequency,and the nature

of contacts between teadher educators and other ingtructors.

In Part B teacher dducators, are compared to diher university in-
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structors.in terms ofcredibility,.knowledge and experti,se, general

knowledgeability, effectiveness as teachers:and Status.
)

Part C consists .of 10 items representing 276linical" versus "sci7

entific' orientations designed as t, 5-point Likert Scal6T---There were
A

two items for each of the'five dimensions described above. In addi-.
.

tion there were tut() items ,in which respondents were asked to indicate

Oo what extent teachpr educators practice whet'theY preach and two ',.

others,which provided information cohcerning the extent to which

teacher educators are seen to be r4alistic or'idealistic in thei

approach to teaching. Bakcground"data 9 gender, subject matter,dis-

.

clipline, and position at worm, were obtained'as well.

.
Samples and admini'stration

vey:

pour groups of subjects responded"to Teacher Education Sur-1
i

teacher educators (N. = 34), college ins ructors not engaged in'

teacher.education (g = 60), student teachers (N = 57), practicing

teachers.(N = 50). 11 of the teaCher educators were.genetal college.

:instructors as well. The.Teacher Education Survey.was .translated into

HebreW and distributed among the four 'uoups by mail in,..the spring,.

1982. e rates of useable 'returns were as folIo0s: teacher educa-
.

tors IN.:college instructorS 307 student teachers 76% and practicing

t achers 50%.

61% of the responAents were males: 60% were affiliated,with the

old university and 40% with theJleWInliv'ersityOf.the collegein-

itructorshalf were natural sCientigts, a quaiTer:represented the,.

p.
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humanities and.the rest were 'social scientists. Ot.the student teachers
1 .

t - ,

, and practicing teachers About half wereolikl the ral sciences and

mathamatics and the rest in humanities and soaial soienCea.

/ .

ers and s,tudent teachers were affiliated to secondary schools.

,

The data were analyzed-by calculating,frequency distr butions,
.

,

means'and seandard deviations, cottelAions t tests .atd .andlys s of

variance.

It should be 7ted,that many, of "instructors not engaged

in teacher education were reluctant to respond, arguing that they were

not able to express'opinions an'something whiCh was so unfamiliar to

them. -The other three samplles found the questiolpaire interesting and

had ITO ptoblem in responding to -the various Ale'

0.
Finainv.

Contacts between teacher educators and other instructors

1.

50% of the instruct6rs reported,that they met with teacher duca-

tors ht least once a,week, 14% at.least once a month.and the r st met

raxelY4 50% met to discuss matters related to their work

met sociallq or informally.

ReputRtion of teacher educators,.

a d the rest

Table I presents the results pertaining to the a tributed reputa-

tion of teacher educators by all the subjects.

Insert Table I about here

It may be seen that asifgr as knowledge an overall credibility"are
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I.

concerftedaboUt two thirds of thez,respondents Considerliteacher educ

.NN

, tots and,other instructors to be.similar-and the rest.divide_equally

between beteer or worse. However,'teacher, educators excell with regard
N

to:teaching effectiveness as well as concerning-their /.potential Contri
fr

bution to the university.

Since four groups,..namely college instructors.in arts-and Scienc

teacher educators, student teachers dnd practicineteachers had partici

pated it was 'attempted .to find out whether these%four groups differed

'from each other. The results presented in Table II reveal no statis-

tically significant differences among the three groups still in college..

"Interestingly.practicing teachers labb looked back at their college ex-f

,

periences attributed to teacher educators significantly higher reputa-

tion than -t othet three groupd (see t . 'le II).

It is interes

edUcators were g

but, perhaps not SutpAk

effectiveness teachers:

t-the self attributions of teacher
. .

r to the attributions made by others,

y, they tended to emphasize their special

There were no Aad.stically significant dif-

ferences either by gender ol by subject matter discipline, or by posi-

tioh at the urkiversity, or between the two universities.4

Attributed practicality
J

Responding to the question "Based on your impression of the teacher

eduCators in your university, -to -whgt,extent do you think that-they

11
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offey ideas and techtiques that will really wOrk in the schools?" the

distributions of the responses were: little -' 15%; moderately = 54%;
4.

to a great exrqpt - 317. . 'On a 3 poia scale in which 1 = little, .2 =

4s)

moderately and 3 = tiO a great extent, = 2.16, S.D.,= .66. Responding

to the .question: "1.*ng your own.impressions;. hoW would you .rate'the

education faculty in terms of their abirity to,adtually'imple=.

r-

ment their Own ideas and-rec.THendations?" the following results'were

k

obtained; loW 7.18%, Inedium 54%4 high - 28%; x,.=.2..11-,.S.D = .67..

We combined the response's to these two4lestions and obtained = 2;13,

S.D. = -56. The-combined scale-will be,designated as 'Practice".. Com=

pring the responses of teacjler.educators (N = 34) to th.o!, of.non-
,

teacher educator's (N ='.167) on this Scale the llowing Tesults were

, :obtained: forteacher educatorS =p2'.50, S.D, = ,40; for others x =

2.06,, S.D. .56 (t < O.-0001),., Apparently .teacher educators

view,tbemselves more

what they 14each".

favorably than otbers with,regard "practicing

The scientific-clinical
4

Table III resents

to teacher educatois on

continuum

the

the

results pertaining to

"scientific-clImical"

ists-realists scale is included as well.

Insert T4ble:III about here
adAft.

Tr'

the place attributed

dimension. The ideal--,

-
.0ne half of the statements in the questionnaire represent the "soi-

1

entific" and the other half represent the "clinical".;

. -

In:order to be



. .

able to sum up the results, the. "clinical" items were inverted so that

a high'scote in each item indicates agreement with the "scientific"

approach. .The five dimensions are presented in Table III, edch covered

by two items which were randomly distribluted in the_question4aire.

The results indicate that oveiall, teacher educators are seen as

-
occupying the midpoint on the "scientific-clinical" cotinuum. "How-

ever, in certain aspects, such as employing,educational principles to.
, It

solve poroblems (de e('rminate), basing actions on reasonini/(refrective)

and seeking reasons (conceptual), they tend td be more "scientific",

st

while on others namely faithful and subjective thty tend to be more

"clinical". As well teacher educators are seen as more realistic than

idealistic.

Two tatistically significant differences were found between

teacher educatórs and others in relation to the attributed teacher edu-

-cator practices: Teacher educators viewed.themselves as more reV.ec-

tive than ctreC-s-' ('= 4.12, S.D. = 0.55; i = 3.0, S.D.

tively; t = 4.16, p < 0.0001).

0.63; respec-

As well, non teacher educators conceived

4

teacher educators to be more idealistic and less realistic (ill = 2.78,

S.D. = 0.91; if = 2.29, S.D. = 0.81 for non teacher educators and teach-

,

educators respectively; t = 3.06, p > 0.01). There were no other

statistically significant differences between the four samples. The

high level of agreement beNeen the groups adds substan;ial credibility

to our findings.
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Relationships

A correlation of 0.49 was found between the total reputation score

and practice. Thus a high reputation is positively associated with the

ability of teacher educators.to teach as they preach as well as with

the extent to which their suggestions are conceiyed as having a high

41.

proba&ility to act-6a1ly Work in class. A corielation ofJ).34 was found

between the total reputation score and the tendency to view teaching

ideal-fically. Since the mean score on this scale was rather low (5E =

2.72), it appears that, under these circumstances, a teftcher educatqr

who is capable of detaching himself from the reality'and sugges2ing

someknew and more idealistic alternatives is viewed more favorably than

one who just sticks to the present reality of the classroom. This does

not imply that this relationship,would,Always-be linear. More probably.

a balanced position between idealism and reality would'be more,desirable.

While Katz et al. (1982) do not report any results pertaining /Ito.

the relationship between reputation dimensions and the "scientific-clin-

ical" dimensions they do offer two interesting hypotheses about expected

relationshipk as follows:

1. Classroom teachers who rate teacher educators high on the five di-

. mentions of reputation (credibilitY, knowledgeability, etc.) tend

to see them as more "clinical' han "scientific" in orientation toc4,

knowledge;

2. FacNtIty colleagues who rate teacher educators high on the five di-

mensions of.reputation tend to see them as more "scientific" than

.
"ainical" in orientation to knowledge.

14
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Table IV presents the correlations pertaining to these-hypotheses.

t

'Insert Table IV about here

The second hypothesis is supported by our findings, for three out.

of the five dimensions as well as for the 'total reputation-score. Col-

lege instructors indeed associate repueation with:general-knowl!edge,'

overall credibility and pOtential contribution to the functioning of'

151,
1 1

the university. On the other hand, for dlem reputation is hardly re-

lated either to teaching effectiveness or to knowledge of thg lield of

teaching. As to the first hypothesis although most correlations are

statistically insignificant., there is ko doubt that compared with the

college faculty, practicing teachers indeed associate'reputation with a

1.
more "clinidal appioach.. It is interesting to note.that student ,teach-_

ers hold a middle position betw en the college.faculty and the practic

ing teachers. Notably only the student teachers clearly, although

weakly, associate reputation with teaching effectiveness:

Table V presents 'data which indicate to what extent is reputation

related to each of the five "scientific-clinical" dimensions.

jnsertr Table V about here

The data in Table V show that 411 the scientific dimensions with

one exception, namely "skepticism", are associated with reputation by

college faculty. On the other hand student teachers respect the "the-

oretical" and "reflective" ditensions of the "scientific" as well as,

the "pragmatic" dimension (not the "conceptual") of the "clinical".

Practicing, teachers:tend:to associate reputation _With a "Clinical"



approach, especially so With the "indeterminate'

sions.

and "faithful" dimen-

.

Discu'ssian;
0

The main finding of our study is'that-thé reputatidu of teacher

edrators in Israel is at least as high as that of other college in-

*zstrnetcpirs and that in general this reputation does not depend on,any

the following,characteristics of the-respondents: sex, subjerf matter

I.

discipline, position at the universitY and the role IF position (col-

lege instructors inthe arts and sciences, teacher educators, student

teachers and practicing teachers).

The only results reported by Katz.et ca. (1982) were those dealing

J

with the five dimensions of,ceputation presented in Table I. Katz et

al. (1982) found that, overall students assigned higher'ratings to the

4 ,

reputations than did the.other persons in the role set. Our results

reveal no such differences, perhaps'Vecause our student teachers werep

aiming at secondary schools and their undergraduate studies and staps

is equal to that of college students in the arts and sciences. Our

overall mean on teputation is 2.12 which compares well with the mean bf

. ,--

2.13 obtained for elementary student teachers by Katz et ca. (1982).
. -,

Since in our saidy there were no statistically significant differences

regarding the reputation of teacher educators'among three participating

samples and the fourth', namely practicing teachers hold even,higher

reputation than other groups it may be concluded that unlike fla the

U.S. mid west university,teacher educators in Israel' enjoy a relatiVelY

1 6
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high reputation which'resembles that of other college instrbctors.

the othet hand, in both studies the teacher educators received the

highest rating on teaching effectiveness. Indeed, teacher educatori

would be'expected toiexhibit effective teaching. Yet, when ask'about

the extent to which teaCher educators teach the way they preach, non

teacher educators belieVe That they da so only partially and the teach- -

er educttors view themselves more'favorably ivhis aspect. Since this

,A6
is one olithe,few differences found between the attributions given by

teacher educators and otherf, it deserves furtherfattentIon. Teacher

edUcators have bE,,eri known to serve as a model. Theil influence by how,

They perform may often be greater than that of 'the Content of their A,

Courses. It, is, therefore,important to alert them to the apparent dis-

,

crepancy between what they preach and how they teach.

latz et,cd. (1982) did not .report their results .0riaining to the

"scientific"-c1inica1" contihuum. However, their discussion Of the im-

portance of this portion ok the study is importapt. The interest in

studying the attributiohs on this continuum stems from the concern that
. .4

attributions made to teacher educators by one group in thpir role sef

might be opposite to those made by another. Thus,'for example, stucients

and school teachers might dismislteacher educators as high-minded, im-

practical, idealistic, too theoretical Or even scientific;.whereas
A

/I ,

their colleagues on campus might attribute` to them exactly the opposite

qualities. This concern 1 d to Our iriterest in the two contrasting

"oriftntations to knowledge" derived from FreidsOn's study Of the socio-

-
logy of knowledge in the field of medicine. (1976). On the other hand,
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N
when teachers attribute a scientific orilntation to teacher educators,

it carries with it a "put-down" meaning, implying little credibility,

a certain quality of being "out,of touch" with the way things really

are, distancing.the teacher educators from the so-called "grass roots"

ware the "action really i " (cf. Buchanan, 1982). If the humanities

and sciehce faculty attribute the scientific orientation to teacher

ieducators, it is likely to carry a different meaning. at might perhaps'

'signifY that teacher educatqrs are true,faculty peers to be accorded
(

the respect%46.ii to ell other scholars or academics.r-On the other hand

the attribution'of.a clinical orientation made by faculty colleagues

tgpuld very likely carry a similar ^kind of "int down"-significance, in-
,.

dicating Ehat perhaps teacher educators do not_really belong to academe

IN

Or f41 to measure up to campus norms.of a scholarly orientation and

behavior. However this very same attribution.of clinical orientation,

made by students and school teachets 'might signify camaraderie, col-
.

legiakity and respect for their know-how, practicality, sensitivity to

.

the realities .(3f school life, etc. We found practicail)i no statistically

significant differences among the:fOur role set groups regarding the

mean scores on the "scientific4clinicdl" dimtnsions. However, we did

find that while,fox college faculty reputation wfts associated with a

"scientifie! orientation, for, practicing teachers it was more strongly

associaW with a "clinical" orientation. Student teachers ocdupy a.

mi4dle1410144.tion b'etween the two.

*he finding that in.,general the 4Wibuted reputation andqrien--,
y

tation toward knowledge of teacher educators in two universities in
1-

. .

-



,
Israeljs practically the same.for thelour role,Se6.groups, Atradicts

common beliefs as well as preliminary hndings in the U.S.A. Th se.re-
.

sults may be regarded as providing a favorable feedback to Israeli

teacher educators. :The balance they strike between theory and pract

between rea.lism and idealism, between the 'scientific" and ;he "clini-

cal" appears, in general, to be just right. College professors assip

to teach student teachers need not view this assignment as "down grad

ing" and may expect rather favorable reception from their'students.

-Sinceexpectations.ofteh fulfill themselves (Rosenthal and Jacobson

1968), teacher educators may he well advised to maintain a high level

'
.

.expectations from their stildent-teachers as a means:for uPgrading'
.

the luality.of.teacher edUcaiion studies.' ID. this way:they will keep
.

up with the relativ'ely'high reputation they.enjoy.

14
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Tabd'e I

A

DistributiOn of responses (in peccents) and mdan scores Comparing

the reputation of teacher educators to that of other university initructoiS.

= 20

Oharacteristic

1
2

Worse About Better
..or the or _*
lower samif higher x SD

itfectiveness as. teachers 7 51 42 2.35 .61

.Knowledge of bpecial disCipline 12 67 -21 2.10
.
. ,. ,

,

4 :,General knowdge « -62.

j

, Overall credibility, Esteem '20 62

potential.contribution
to the university

Total reputatiop

53.

IP

'On a 3 point scale

1

Cronbach for the 5 items reputation

20 -2.02

18 1.99

29 2.11

-
2,12-

.62.

.62,

.6i

..42' alh

scale = ,0.69
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Table II

'The RepUtation of Teacher Educhtors%,in th. Eyes of Four.Role Set Groups

1 2 3 . 4
Duncan TestTeacher Student xPracticirig

Instructors Educators Teachers \Teachers Statistically Significant

N = 56 N = 24 N'= 53 N = 45 df = 3, DifferenC'es Between Grodps

S.D.ITEM R S. .

Effectiveness
as teachors

Knowledge of
'special" discipline

general knowriedge

OVerall
-cTedibility; esteem

246 . .53 2.70

1.94 .55 1.90 5%00**

1.99 :68 1.70.

.2.06 ,54 1.67

Potential con.iribbtion 2.04 .65 1.89
to the univel-sity

Total reputation- 2.10 .39. -1.99-

.48

.57

',.48

.50

43

-. 9

-
S.D. R S.D. J75

2.04

2.15

1.92

1.79

1.98

1.98 .

.62

.45

.47

.64

.64

.40:

2:46-

2.33

2.28

2.20

2.47

2.34-

.60

.65

.64

65

.61

43

.**
'8:04

I

. 3.84*

4.83**

4 '

6.85?-

1:2 1:3 1:4 2:3 2T4 3:4.

*

< 0.05 ** p <Q0.01

22
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4

Table lit *.t..

Distribution (in percerits)',.mean dcores

and standard deviations of _responses attributed!, to

the ,practices and behaviors of teacher educators (N, 201,

a

ITEM

Disagree Agree . S.D.
1

THEORETICAL - SUBJECTIVE

1. Don't rely mainly on personal
experience

2. Apply theories to improve
pract ice i,

DETERMINATE - INDETERMINATE

3. Problems'based on principles

4. Principles ara usecc!,,..to solve

problems

REFLECTIVE ACTIVE

5. Various options fOr action are
considered

. Reasoning precedes 'action

SKEPTIC - FAITHFUL-

7. Do not rely heavily on
intuition

8. Suggestions are based on

research evidence

CONCEPTUAL .8.- PR4GMATIC

9. Reasons fo.F success are

cons idered

10. It matters why. things .work

IDEALISTIC - REALISTIC

11. No diredt contact with school

life

12. Schools conceived in idealistic -

terms 55 27 2.66 1 1.21

3. t9 0.38'

'. 52
. . 21 2 59 1.04

14 51 3.38 1..95

3:59 0.69

15 61 3.63 1.02

11 61 3.56 0.0

3.75 0.64-

3.80 0.78

:65 316., 0.91

* ._,2.91 0.74,

40 25 2.82 0.99

34 '34 .2.99 0.99 -

3.25 0.66'

23 48 3.35 1.02

.25 39 3.15' . 0.95

2;69 ,l0.91

44

Total

,

*On
a,5 point scale in which 1 = absolutely disagree,

uncertain, 4 = agx:ee, 5 = absolutely agree

24



7.) 6 le'. iv

Correlations between dimensions of attributed-reputa4on

tndiattributed "scientific" aiproach_by three role-set groups

College, Student Practicing

1
instructors teachers -teachers

Dimension N = .75 F .-54 N = .
.i,

Effectiveness as teachers

Knowledge Of special discipline

General knowledge.

.01verall credibility

Potential contribution

Total reputatio4

*
.12 .20 ,

*
. 12 .05 -,29 .

.34"'
6

.

.40** -.14 -.02

.40** .W

.37** '.08
(

-.18,

.......... , . . ....... . ... .. .

p < 0.05 p <

1 Since there were no statistically significant differences between

teacher educators and the arts and science fatuity all eollege

instructors are treated as one group.



.-
741.e V

CorntlatiOns-between-attributed 4putatiOn-Aandi,.
- .

dimensions of attriblited "stientifie

approvh by.t tee role sei_groe

Dime9sion

."t

-

College Student Practicing

insructbrs teachers leaCherd

N = 35 N =
t .

etica1.(iubjective) .20* .24* , .09

-Det- inate,(indeterminate) .39
**

-.10 -.26*'
r '

ilkt.iNre (active) ..42** .37** ?:05 .

SkepT (faithful)

Conc?ptual (pragmatic)"

Total scientific

.02 .08- -.20*
.

.23* -.34**

,37** .08

. .. . .

* .p 0 .05 ** p_> 9.0144

VI
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